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This rip-ROARing romp of a Christmas story features a boy, one very hungry dinosaur and lots
of POO!!!! Danny wants everything for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very
hungry dinosaur. Danny's new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes in
must come out. Danny is about to have the most EXPLOSIVE Christmas of his life! There's
poop, presents and prehistoric creatures in this festive feast!
Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of BBC's Strictly Come Dancing,
Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie Poynter! Once upon a poop . . . Our fearless
heroes are back! Danny and Dinosaur are convinced that a damsel in distress needs their
help... the only problem is, they aren't sure where she actually is. So they set off through Fairy
Tale Land to track her down, but things don't go exactly to plan... Can Dinosaur make it
through Fairy Tale Land without eating everything in sight? And do all princesses really need to
be rescued? Packed with prehistoric cheekiness, punchy girl power and, of course, lots and
lots of poop!
There's a spider in this book. Are you brave enough to take a look? Eric the spider can't
understand why people scream and run away from him. He only wants to say hello. But Fluffy
the cat wants to eat Eric, so he's hiding. It's up to the reader to find Eric on every spread and
maybe finally catch a glimpse of him with the surprise lift the flap ending . . . A funny and
engaging story written by internationally bestselling author, Claire Freedman, and brought to
life by Mike Byrne's hilarious and colourful illustrations.
Our favorite dinosaurs are back, and this time they must save Santa Claus from a snowstorm!
Join them as they plow the road, whizz down a mountain on snowmobiles, zoom through the
icy water on a hovercraft, and much more! But where is Santa? And will they manage to dig
out his sleigh in time for Christmas day?
Oh dear! Someone's done a doo-doo on Farmer Jill's new hairdo! Who on earth could it have
been? Cock-a-doodle-POO! A side-splitting rhyming riot packed full of toots, poops, plops and
parps from award-winning author Steve Smallman and illustrator Florence Weiser. This pooppacked extravaganza is the perfect read for fans of Poo in the Zoo, Hippobottymusand The
Dinosaur That Poopedseries.
The spellbinding sequel to Tom Fletcher's bestselling magical adventure, The Christmasaurus.
'She is the best-kept Christmas secret of all,' whispered Santa Claus. 'Which is surprising,
because Christmas itself would not exist without her. She is older than time itself, yet still as
young as tomorrow. She is known only as the Winter Witch.' One year has passed since
William Trundle's incredible adventure with the most extraordinary dinosaur: the
Christmasaurus. Now, William is swept back to the magical North Pole, where he meets the
mysterious, icy Winter Witch - whose power to control time allows Santa Claus to make the
long journey all around the world every Christmas Eve. And when they learn that the fate of
Christmas itself hangs in the balance, William and the Christmasaurus must work with the
Winter Witch to protect it... Full of magic and music, humour and heart, and a friendship like no
other, The Christmasaurus and the Winter Witch is the most enchanting Christmas read for the
whole family by Tom Fletcher, star of BBC's Strictly Come Dancing
With his big, big mouth and big, big claws, Ty is the biggest and baddest of all the dinosaurs.
But Ty has a tiny, tiny sister called Teri who loves her big brother very much. And when Ty
goes hunting, his adoring, tiny sister becomes a big, big problem...
From the bestselling author of The Dinosaur That Pooped and The Christmasaurus. A monster
has invaded the pages of this original and super-fun bedtime picture book! Children need to
read aloud and follow the interactive instructions to help free the pesky monster by tilting,
spinning and shaking their book. After all that fun, there is a calming wind down end- perfect to
send your own little monster off to sleep. Perfect for little fans of The Very Hungry Caterpillar
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and Julia Donaldson.

Join Danny and Dinosaur as they explore space together! There's rockets, planets,
puzzles and POOP in this fun sticker activity book. With puzzles, games and four pages
of stickers, it's perfect for keeping little ones busy.
A charming, tongue-in-cheek book for dinosaur lovers young and old.
An out-of-this-world interactive adventure from Tom Fletcher and Greg Abbott! This
time, an adorable alien has crash-landed in YOUR book! UH OH! We think you're the
PERFECT little reader to help Alien back up into space, by jiggling, bouncing and
turning your book upside down! Because aliens don't belong here on Earth . . . do they?
There's an Alien in Your Book is the next in the series of bestsellers There's a Monster
in Your Book and There's a Dragon in Your Book. It's packed full of interactive fun, with
a gentle message about openness, acceptance and inclusion that will speak to the very
youngest readers. 'Featuring bright, colourful illustrations and interactive fun, There's an
Alien in Your Book, is a magical story with a kind gentle message at its heart' Baby
Magazine
Count along with the Ten Little Superheroes in this action-packed, counting rhyme
adventure! Ten Little Superheroes are on a mission to save the city ... But do they have
the super-powers to defeat evil villain Monstro and his dastardly League of Bad Guys?
Part traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Superheroes is perfect for
sharing together. Read the bouncy rhyming story. Count from ten to one and back
again, as the Little Superheroes disappear then reappear. Spot and count the details on
each page. And join in with all the great sound-words! The Ten Little series has sold
over a million copies worldwide, and Ten Little Bookworms is a 2019 World Book Day
pick.
Why does the magical Tear Thief catch children's tears as they fall? Find out in this
moving tale about how we express our feelings. Lyrical text by Carol Ann Duffy, one of
the most prominent poets writing today, makes this a lovely read-aloud.
OH LOOK, there's an EGG in your book! But this isn't any old egg - there's a dragon in
it . . . And pretty soon she has set your book ON FIRE. OH NO! Tom Fletcher and Greg
Abbott have created a fantastically interactive sequel to their bestselling There's a
Monster in Your Book. Children will love stroking, poking and flapping the book to make
magic happen as they turn the pages. Can they help Little Dragon find a way to stop
the fire and fly off on her own adventure? Perfect for fans of The Very Hungry
Caterpillar and Julia Donaldson
Bob McGrew, the head keeper at the zoo, loves his job -- except when he has to clean
up the poo! One day, the iguana leaves behind something that catches the attention of
the entire town -- and a poo museum owner -- and ends up making Bob's messy job a
lot easier!
The toot-ally hilarious and messy origin story of Superpoop, your new favourite
pooperhero, perfect for children (and parents) who enjoy a little potty-humour!
Superpoop is fresh from hero training and only needs one mission under his belt to join
the super league of superheroes. Yet, whenever he tries to save the day, another hero
always gets there first! All Superpoop needs is a job that only he can do, so when toilet
trouble is the mission of the day, he might just get the plopportunity!
These super-simple chunky mini books are designed specifically to introduce babies
and toddlers to the best-selling The Dinosaur That Pooped stories. Based on the
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original picture books stories, these little books have just a few words per page,
colourful backgrounds and big pictures, they are quick to read but perfect for little ones
to enjoy. The titles included in the slipcase are Christmas Present!, Planet Poop!, In the
Past! and Time for Bed! and each book follows the plot of the original books, but with
under ten words per book.
This book provides pictures and brief facts about a variety of different kinds of
dinosaurs.
One boy. One space rocket. One very hungry dinosaur. The ingredients for an
explosive space adventure. But when Danny realizes he's forgotten Dino's lunch box,
the very hungry dinosaur eats everything in sight, including their only way home: the
rocket! How will Dino get them back home?
Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of BBC's Strictly Come
Dancing, Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie Poynter! Danny and Dinosaur
want to watch telly but Mum won't let them until they've tidied their room. So Danny
thinks of a plan to make all the mess go away - he gets Dino to eat it all up! But just
when they think they can get away with it, there's a rumble in Dino's tummy - another
EXPLOSIVE adventure is about to begin! From the best-selling creators of The
Dinosaur That Pooped a Planet!, The Dinosaur That Pooped the Past! and The
Dinosaur That Pooped a Princess!
A wonderfully warm and relatable story from the brilliant Jill Murphy who has sold over
4 million books featuring the much-loved Bear Family and a charming third story to
follow classic picture books Peace at Last and Whatever Next! Mr and Mrs Bear wake
up late. It's raining outside, and Baby Bear is late for nursery. Then Mrs Bear sits on her
glasses at work and Mr Bear spills his coffee! Oh dear – it seems this is just going to be
one of those days! But the loveable Bear family muddle through cheerfully, and there's
even a surprise for Baby Bear when Mr Bear gets home from work. With all the
hallmarks of an instant firm favourite, Just One of Those Days is a big-hearted story
about a family day, which parents and children everywhere will relate to. Full of
satisfying repetition and rhythm and delightful illustrations, Just One of Those Days is a
must-have for all Jill Murphy fans, old and new. The paperback edition of the Top 10
Bestselling picture book. 'Murphy's acute observation of family life continues to delight
both children and adults.' - Guardian and Online 'Full of gentle humour and astute
observations of human behaviour.' - The Bookseller
The Dinosaur Potty Training Book Ezra Monson has written an engaging story, The
Dinosaur Potty Training Book, to read to your toddler when he or she is ready to be
toilet-trained, usually between the age of sixteen and eighteen months. Several pottytraining books for toddlers have been written before, but this one is unique. It features a
cute little dinosaur called Dino who is going through the familiar process every child
must go through. Dino often makes mistakes while he learning, and all small children
will be able to identify with his anxieties. When Dino's parents first bring home a potty
for him and ask him to sit on it, Dino obliges but has no idea what he is supposed to do
next. Like most toddlers, he takes a while to understand exactly how to use this new
device. He needs constant and calm reminders from his parents before he does what
they want him to do. Dino is at first upset when he makes mistakes. He cries after
finding himself sitting in a puddle, but after loving reassurance from both of his parents,
he finally gets it right. Every parent of a toddler needs The Dinosaur Potty Training
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Book. Written in basic English and beautifully illustrated, the dinosaur potty book is a
gentle way to explain to youngsters what to do when nature calls. The Dinosaur Potty
Training Book reminds parents of the need to be quietly patient throughout the whole
training process, as accidents will invariably occur and scolding a child can be counterproductive. Parents are urged to stay calm when their children make mistakes, and to
softly remind them of what is expected. Interspersed throughout the book are useful tips
for the grown-ups, for example, "Keep the potty close by." When success comes, as it
inevitably does, The Dinosaur Potty Training Book presents this as a highly positive
experience. With the feeling of clean and dry pants at last, no wonder Dino is happy!
Albie is a normal little boy who has extraordinary adventures. When he helps his mum
in the garden by planting some seeds, he can't quite believe his eyes the next morning.
The garden has grown beyond all belief and these are not just any old plants - oh, no Albie's seeds have grown into great big jurassic jungle! He rushes outside to discover
what else has grown - a fantastic mix of real live DINOSAURS! A colourful, funny followup to Supermarket Zoo.
What do you get if you cross a Tj rcinnosciurus -rex with a Triceratops ? It's a
Turannotops, of course ! And how about an Iguanodon with a Diplodocus ? Why, that
would be an Iguanodocus !
The Christmasaurus is a story about a boy named William Trundle, and a dinosaur, the
Christmasaurus. It's about how they meet one Christmas Eve and have a magical
adventure. It's about friendship and families, sleigh bells and Santa, singing elves and
flying reindeer, music and magic. It's about discovering your heart's true desire, and
learning that the impossible might just be possible . . .
Count along with the Ten Little Princesses in this action-packed, counting rhyme
adventure! The Ten Little Princesses are going on an adventure ... But what will the
Ten Little Princesses do when they meet a wicked witch? And a hairy beast? And a BIG
BAD WOLF? Part traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Princesses
is perfect for sharing together. Read the bouncy rhyming story. Count from ten to one
and back again, as the Little Princesses disappear then reappear. Spot and count the
details on each page. And join in with all the great sound-words! The Ten Little series
has sold over a million copies worldwide, and Ten Little Bookworms is a 2019 World
Book Day pick.
Meet Danny and Dinosaur. They're best friends, but Dinosaur has a problem - he just
can't stop eating. And we all know that what goes in must come out... Find prehistoric
creatures, planets and POOP in this explosive tale.
About other titles in the series, which to date have sold 65,000 copies: The Little Book
of Woodland Bird Songs "An excellent home purchase, but it should certainly also be
considered by libraries and classrooms that are willing to accept some wildlife sounds.
Highly Recommended." --Canadian Review of Materials The Little Book of Backyard
Bird Songs "A 'trilling' way to bring natural history into the nursery." --Kirkus "One of the
very few items with a battery that I like for young children." --LivingMontessoriNow.com
"The sounds and selected facts may spark an interest in venturing out into the backyard
'wild' to glimpse some of its avian residents." --Kirkus Reviews "The naturalist in me
adores this book!" --Rainbow Resource Rumble! Hiss! Squawk! Thwack! With just the
touch of a button, readers can travel back 65 million years and more to find out what
these 12 extraordinary creatures sounded like, from the trombone-like call of
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Parasaurolophus to the low-frequency rumble of T-Rex. Twelve of the most iconic
dinosaur species are brilliantly brought to life with amazing images, fascinating facts
and the authentic primeval sounds. The dinosaur noises have been reconstructed in
collaboration with leading paleontologist Thomas Williamson, and are based on the
very latest paleoacoustic research. The child-friendly book brings the sounds of a longlost world to life for young dinosaur fans. The 12 dinosaurs are: Carnotaurus
Deinocheirus Stegosaurus Pachycephalosaurus Allosaurus Triceratops Apatosaurus
Tyrannosaurus Sinosauropteryx Ankylosaurus Parasaurolophus Velociraptor. Features
include accurate text and 12 realistic illustrations on sturdy pages, authentic sounds, a
high-quality sound module allowing for replaceable batteries, and packaging that
conforms to required safety standards. This is a surefire treat for all young dinosaur
enthusiasts.
Meet Danny and Dinosaur. They're best friends, but Dinosaur has a problem - he just
can't stop eating. And we all know that what goes in must come out . . . Find prehistoric
creatures, planets and POOP in this explosive tale.
Lucy Dungston has woken up to find all the grown-ups in her town have disappeared.
Lucy's friends are thrilled there are no more grown-ups. They're running wild! They're
building roads of trampolines, and eating cereal for every meal. But Lucy wants her
mum back, and nothing is going to stop her. Even if it means having to venture into the
strange, upside-down world of the mysterious monsters under her bed... And the upsidedown world isn't the most hygienic of places . . . __________ Tom Fletcher's bestselling
story is packed with amazing illustrations by the disgustingly talented Shane Devries.
It's the perfect spooky (and slightly gross) tale for Halloween! Praise for The Creakers:
'A stonkingly good novels for the over-sevens . . . gleeful descriptions of malodorous
underworld creatures, it's both a compelling adventure and a nuanced celebration of
friendship and family love' The Guardian 'The illustrations are stunning and the storyline
is full of twists and great ideas' R Patterson, Toppsta Reviewer '10 out of 10 bum
trumps!' Guff the Creaker
Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of BBC's Strictly Come
Dancing, Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie Poynter! Danny and Dinosaur
sailed out to sea on a ship that was crooked and old. With a map in Dan's hand of a
faraway land, where a pirate had buried his gold . . . So begins this hilarious,
swashbuckling adventure for Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter's much-loved
characters Danny and Dinosaur! This poop-filled extravaganza is brought to life by the
preposterously talented illustrator Garry Parsons, and the brand new sea-shanty rhythm
is perfect for reading out loud. Join Danny and Dino on this rollicking, rhyming delight,
packed with action and adventure, pirates and peril...plus some very silly surprises! A
brilliant book for children new to this ridiculously funny picture book series, and a fun
new reading experience for all those who loved: The Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas
The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet The Dinosaur that Pooped the Past The Dinosaur
that Pooped the Bed The Dinosaur that Pooped a Princess
A group of poos has been flushed away and embarks on an epic, fun-filled adventure
round the world! Search for six very special poos in every scene. From a trip to the
aquarium and a day at the theme park, to a rainforest trek and a roller disco, there's so
much to spot and find! Search and find titles have rocketed in popularity in recent years
with bestselling titles such as Where's the Unicorn? and Where's the Wookiee? Our
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titles focus on popular themes among children with beautiful, full colour illustrations.
HOCUS POCUS! There's a witch in your book and she's making a terrible mess. Can
you use your own magic to show Messy Witch who's boss and help her keep your book
tidy? Who's in Your Book? Interactive adventures for big imaginations Also in this
series: There's a Monster in Your Book: makes reading interactive and fun There's a
Dragon in Your Book: explores empathy and responsibility There's an Alien in Your
Book: explores acceptance and inclusion There's an Elf in Your Book: explores
following instructions and good/bad behaviour There's a Superhero in Your Book:
explores the power of kindness
A fantastic rhyming, prehistoric debut from Emi-Lou May that's packed with lovable
dinosaur characters from Leire Martín! Thumping head? Tummy ache? Nose all sore
and sniffy? Then call for Doctorsaurus and she'll fix you in a jiffy! Triceratops has hurt
his horn and T-Rex's nose is all blocked and snotty. Join Doctorsaurus as she races to
the rescue and helps the poorly dinosaurs feel better. But when Brontosaurus has a
tummy ache, the dinosaurs get a little more than they bargained for! This light-hearted,
poop-tastic and enjoyable story is the perfect tonic for all poorly toddlers. Ideal for fans
of all things dinosaurs and readers of The Dinosaur That Pooped a. . . series, Zog and
the Flying Doctors and Gigantosaurus.
Danny and Dino celebrate Christmas in the latest Dinosaur That Pooped story by Tom
Fletcher and Dougie Poynter of the English pop punk group McFly. Danny wants
everything for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very hungry dinosaur.
Danny’s new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes in must
come out. Danny is about to have the most explosive Christmas of his life! There’s
poop, presents, and prehistoric creatures in this festive feast! With a strong moral about
the dangers of being greedy, The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas! is sure to be
become a modern Christmas classic.
A big sister is horrified when she can't fit into her swimming costume. Her BOTTOM IS
SOO BIG! But her little sister has some good advice. There follows a wonderful romp
through history and fairyland, as the little sister explains exactly why a big bottom can
be useful. Father Christmas needs one for crash landings and, if you are a queen, a big
bum is vital to keep you comfy while sitting on your throne . . . Once again Nicholas
Allan combines laugh-out-loud humour with real insight that cannot fail to raise a smile.
The perfect Father's Day gift for cheeky dads! A very funny short Dino story in board
book format with just 12 pages, this book is a wonderful introduction to the series for
very young children. Count down from 10 to 1 with Danny and Dino as they look for
Daddy's hiding place. But, wait, what's that rumbling in Dino's tummy? "A work of
genius" The Bookseller on The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas
The intimate - and surprising - autobiography of Britain's most adored band Prepare to
meet the real McFly ... In 2003, Tom Fletcher, Danny Jones, Harry Judd and Dougie
Poynter came together and formed what would become one of the most popular and
successful bands in the UK. Just teenagers at the time, they were catapulted into the
limelight and had to adapt quickly to their new-found fame – and everything that came
with it. Now, at last, they have decided to tell their story, in full and revealing detail.
Speaking with candour and their trademark humour, Tom, Danny, Harry and Dougie
share both the stories of their own lives and that of McFly. They give their personal
insights into their contrasting childhoods, the individual paths that led them to the band,
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the struggles they have each overcome, their love lives and, of course, their music.
Packed with previously untold stories, a lot of laughter and the occasional tear, Unsaid
Things offers a privileged look into the lives of four guys who started out as bandmates
and became best friends. Their unique camaraderie radiates from every page and by
the end of the book, you’ll know them almost as well as they know each other ... Tom
Fletcher, Danny Jones, Harry Judd and Dougie Poynter have been together as McFly
since 2003. They hold the record for being the youngest band to have a debut No 1
album in the UK. Their hits include: 'Five Colours in Her Hair', 'All About You', 'Please,
Please' and 'Shine a Light'. They are one of the biggest bands in the UK.
When playtime on Gran’s old swing sends Danny and Dinosaur accidentally looping
back through time to the Jurassic age, there’s no knowing what might happen.
Especially when the swing breaks and there’s the rumble of a volcano ready to erupt!
Can Danny and Dinosaur make it back to the future with their new dino friends? A
Jurassic classic from the bestselling creators of The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet!,
The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas! and The Dinosaur that Pooped a Princess!
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